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Ultrasound color histogram assessment allows better view of echotexture damage

O histograma de imagens coloridas permite melhor visualização de danos ecotexturais pelo ultrassom
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The technological advances have resulted in significant improvements in the quality and definition of ultrasonography (US) as an evaluation tool of joint structures, and it has been frequently used in the propededic aid for a variety of rheumatologic diseases.1-4 Recent findings on joint US warrant a broad spectrum of indications from assessment of joint synovitis (SYN), tendinitis, bursitis, inflammatory activity follow-up, aspiration monitoring, guided injections for therapeutic and diagnostic punctures.5,6 US results quality depends on the characteristics of the equipment and on its operator, requiring knowledge of anatomy, pathology and techniques allowed by the equipment.7

Joint ultrasound (US), like other imaging methods can aid in diagnosis, progression of the disease and identification of actual decline in signs and symptoms of many diseases.7,9

The radiographic evaluation detects bone structural damage belatedly, while the US shows early joint changes and thus facilitates the initial diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis (RA).10

The musculoskeletal US is an imaging method that can be considered a sensitive tool compared to radiography and offers similar accuracy compared to the magnetic resonance, being useful both for detecting and following inflammatory activity, and for the assessment of structural damage in various types of arthropathies.11-15

The use of gray scale (GS) has proved to be a reliable instrument to check structural changes, setting different degrees of lesion in RA and psoriatic arthritis patients, thereby evaluating the activity of these diseases through the characterization of the synovitis. The US has proved to be important in the monitoring of treatment with high-complexity drugs, such as the biological ones.16 Additionally, GS proves to be able to evaluate the extent of effusion, and synovial proliferation, even signaling the disease stage, namely an initial synovitis or an already established one. Thus, US can complement traditional clinical evaluation resources in patients with musculoskeletal conditions, reducing the subjectivity of the clinical examination. The US has also proved to be more sensitive than clinical evaluations for detecting enthesitis in patients with ankylosing spondylitis17 and can be a sensitive, and almost specific technique to detect soft tissue or joint calcifications.18 It is
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important to use a high frequency linear probe that ranges from 18 MHz to GS in the evaluation of small joints and surface structures.

Ultrasonography with high frequency linear array probe, besides allowing a better resolution in the GS, is able to identify color images standards, better highlighting musculoskeletal echotexture damage already present. This is the case of color images with RGB pattern, which are formed by information of additive primary colors, such as red (R – Red), green (G – Green) and blue (B – Blue), “orange”, “indigo”, “magenta”, “blue” and “yellow”, generating a histogram, considered unique for a given image, a simple method, offered by US machine, a resource that belongs to the B-mode software.

The histogram modification techniques are known as dot-to-dot techniques, since the gray level value of a certain pixel after processing depends on its original value only. In contrast, in the processing techniques for completion of color images, the resulting value depends, in some way, on the pixels surrounding the element of the original pixel.

Several techniques of pixels distribution modification in the GS can be implemented from the concept of intensity transformations, meaning that an original image in a new shade of gray, in the target image, increasing its contrast and resolution of the lesion under study.

The linear intensity transformation concept can be used to implement a function that automatically expands the scale of an image grayscale so that it fills all the possible gaps. This feature is called auto-scaling. For a system which operates with images at 256 levels of gray, an auto-scale function can be implemented for each pixel with a gray tone and each tone of different color. The equalization of a histogram is a technique where one seeks to redistribute the grayscale values of pixels in an image; therefore, an ancillary function is used, which is called transformation function, for this same image in color.

The objective of color models is to allow color specification in a universally accepted standard format. The detection of synovitis (SYN) and calcifications (calcif) through a histogram, that is, patterns of color images, in contrast with GS, may facilitate the identification of echographic structural damages, giving better accuracy in measurements and more accurate diagnosis of the lesion studied, especially in situations that generate doubt in image analysis. RGB pattern can best show an exudative SYN of a proliferative SYN, when we have, in a single structure, a mixed type of synovial tissue damage, but also can better detect calcif because this echotexture damage, in this pattern, shows echotexture that is identical to the cortical bone, differentiating these findings when they are in soft tissues, such as synovial tissue (Fig. 1).
Thus, we evaluated 10 patients, mean age 40.7 years old, 2 males and 8 females. A total of 104 SYN and calcif measurements in cm2 were performed in the dorsal radiocarpal joint (DRR); triangular fibrocartilage complex (TFC); dorsal metacarpophalangeal joints (MCP) and lateral and medial knee suprapatellar recesses. Four patients exhibited chondrocalcinosis, 5 patients osteoarthritis and 1 patient psoriatic arthritis. For each measurement in GS there was one measurement performed for each color image pattern, held at different times and blind, in order that the previous measures are not seen or remembered. For the Spearman correlation analysis, the software IBM SPSS Statistics 19 was used.

Mean ± SD of image patterns: RGB (Red, Green and Blue) SYN 16.96 ± 0.25 cm2; Indigo SYN 6.43 ± 0.07 cm2, RGB Calcif 0.03 ± 0.00 cm2; Indigo Calcif 0.06 ± 0.03 cm2; GS SYN 16.13 ± 0.35 cm2 and GS Calcif 0.56 ± 0.01 cm2.

Correlations of color images patterns: RGB DRR SYN and Indigo DRR SYN: r = 1.0, p < 0.001; Indigo DRR SYN and RGB suprapatellar SYN: r = 1.0, p < 0.001; RGB MCP SYN and Indigo MCP SYN: r = 1.0, p < 0.001; Indigo DRR calcif and RGB TFC calcif: r = 1.0, p < 0.001 (Fig. 2).

The RGB and Indigo measurement standards when correlated with GS for SYN and calcif were not statistically significant (p = 0.333-0.667). Color images patterns of GS, represented by the histogram, evaluates SYN and calcif through RGB, “orange”, “indigo”, “magenta”, “blue” and “yellow”, and RGB and Indigo patterns seem to better delimit these echotexture damage, through better visualization, detected by area measurements in cm2.

This identification of structural damage by the US, using a color histogram, has never been previously done this way for rheumatic diseases. Further studies are needed to strengthen these US findings.
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